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Key features 

• Enthralling account of the extraordinary origins of 
Liverpool and its perpetual local rivalry with Everton  

• A balanced combination of historical analysis and 
contemporary focus 

• Detailed discussion of the great Liverpool years under 
Shankly, Paisley and Dalglish between 1960 and 1990 

• Key focus on the impact on LFC of the Heysel and 
Hillsborough tragedies  

• Gripping first-hand accounts of ‘being there’ at major 
Liverpool matches 

• Reviews the role of FSG, both in reviving Liverpool under 
Klopp and in promoting a European Super League  

• Publicity campaign planned including radio, newspapers, 
websites, podcasts and magazines 

 
Description 

Red Men Reborn takes a unique look at the entire history and socio-cultural significance of Liverpool FC, from the club’s foundation in 
1892 to the present day. John Williams skilfully weaves his narrative around the great managers – from Tom Watson to Bill Shankly, 
Bob Paisley and Kenny Dalglish, Gerard Houllier and Rafa Benitez, then finally the current epic era of Jürgen Klopp. The book shines a 
spotlight on the post-2010 period when the club was faced with an ownership crisis and possible extinction. Since then, new American 
owners, FSG, and Klopp have together presided over a period of extraordinary success at home, in Europe and globally. Red Men Reborn 
examines how this remarkable turnaround happened by analysing Klopp, his wider influences and his key recruitment and coaching 
strategies. Williams has been present at most of the major Liverpool finals and key matches since the late 1970s, and his treatment 
includes an analysis of the lasting impact of the Hillsborough and Heysel disasters on the club and its supporters. 
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